
Working with Ages 9-11 (borrowed from the Bonney Lake 4H Challenge Course) 

General Tips:  

 Overly sensitive  

 Can't always explain their actions  

 Think they can do no wrong  

 Recognize need for silliness and seriousness  

 Enjoys group projects  

 Good at following directions  

Facilitator tips:  

 Be aware of gender issues, teasing & body language  

 Focus on group cooperation  

 Encourage them to take leadership roles  

 Break up cliques or same gender groups  

 Force Partner Choosing  

 Bring extra Clothing and water for participants  

 Be supportive yet concrete & directive  

 Stress Safety on elements & games  

 Draw boundaries  

 Do not allow on element before instructions given  

 Use the Full Meal Deal OR Five Finger Contract for simple Full Value Contract  

Sequencing:  

 Use consequences in activities  

 Start to use activities that require abstract thinking  

 Keep things moving with continual transitions  

 Intersperse initiatives with tag games  

 Allow time to rest and regroup in the middle of initiatives  

 Plan bathroom breaks  

 Shorten length of day  

 Take time to create a group cheer  

 Make code words to verbally support the Full Value Contract, i.e. PEEP (personal-
environmental, emotional, physical safety)  

Briefing Tips:  

 Provide alternatives for not completing part of initiative (falling from stump or wire or rope)  

 Have them give characteristics of a good leader  

 Have them remain muted for rest of activity  

 Tell a joke  

 Sing a song  

 Emphasize Full Value Contract ad Rules  

Debriefing Tips:  

 Ask leading questions  vs. open ended questions  

 Put 3-4 feelings on a piece of paper, have child sign by the ones the connect with  

 Follow up questions: What did that look or sound like?  

 Try debriefing the day after if possible  

 Need more time to disengage from physical activity  

 Use creative writing or life lines of the day on the course  

 Collect natural things to represent their experience   


